Annex Certification Regulations
Mentoring in Logosynthesis
The training to become a Master Practitioner in Logosynthesis® takes place within the
framework of a formal triangular contract between LIA, mentor and MPL candidate (MPLC),
according to the attached contract. This contract runs for at least two years from the date of
signature.

Tasks of the LIA
The LIA
- concludes the formal triangular contract with the MPLC and the mentor
- develops and defines quality criteria for mentors
- appoints mentors
- keeps a list of mentors
- evaluates the mentoring processes and mentors
- ensures the further training of the mentors
- registers and archives the formal triangular contract
- functions as an appeal authority in conflicts

Tasks of the candidate
The Candidate
- concludes the formal triangular contract with the LIA and the mentor
- concludes a confidential content contract with the mentor
- is committed to his development process within the scope of certification as Master
Practitioner in Logosynthesis®
- writes an interim report on his process every 6 months on behalf of the mentor
- documents the attended courses
- concludes the process with a written final report

Tasks of the mentor
The Mentor
- concludes the formal triangular contract with the LIA and MPLC
- concludes a confidential content contract with the MPLC
- accompanies and checks the MPLC ‘s development process on behalf of Master
Practitioner certification
- can take over or delegate some or all of the tasks of the MPLC's continuing education
program
- exchanges information about the candidate's process with other mentors for quality
control
- recommends the MPLC for the colloquium
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Confidential content contract between Mentor and MPLC
The confidential content contract:
- includes at least 10 hours of mentoring
- contains an assessment of the initial situation based on the candidate's biography
and life-task
- describes the structure of the candidate's training path: seminars, events,
supervision, coaching, self-experience
- requires the candidate to submit interim reports every 6 months
- contract can be added or changed based on the progress of the process
- ends with the recommendation of the mentor for the colloquium or upon of
termination of the contractual partners

Mentor quality criteria
The Mentor
- is a Master Practitioner in Logosynthesis® and additionally a recognized supervisor,
psychotherapist or coach
- has at least 10 years of professional experience as a supervisor, psychotherapist or
coach
- is appointed by the LIA on the recommendation of the Training Committee
- continues his training at Summer Conferences, Master Labs and/or Master Classes in
Logosynthesis®
- meets with other mentors in an intervision group
- participates in LIA training sessions for mentors.
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